
Children’s and Multi-Age Base Teaching Plan

Purpose Statement

This teaching plan is designed to train and equip Children’s VBS teachers to lead in LifeWay’s SPARK STUDIOS VBS

curriculum.

Needed Resources

Resources to Collect Steps  to Prepare

Step 1

Music for Kids CD or Media Player/Speaker

Canvas and easel, 1 crayon per participant

Handout 1 copy 1 per participant

Step 3

Artist Model (pack item 10 multi-age) Use Artist Model as example and create one poster for each Poster

board or tear sheets age group represented in your conference

Leader Guides make copies of pg 4 of each grade level leader guide

Step 4

Skein of yarn

Lesson Parts Posters Create posters or signs of parts of the lesson:

Start It, Learn It, Know It, Live It, Finish It, Additional Activities.

Step 5

Conference Item 1 Copy and cut out paint brushes

3 small paint cans Label each paint can with kinesthetic, verbal and visual

Step 6

Bible

VBS Kids Leader Guides and Packs One for each group in conference

VBS Kids Activity Book, VBS Memory Makers

VBS Multi-Age Kit

Step 9

Conference Item 2 1 per bag

5 colored gift bags Fill bags with conference item 2, a leader guide, pack items for

activity books, memory makers corresponding day, conference item 3 copied on different

Conference Item 3 colors (matching the gift bag), laminated, dry erase marker, kids

Kids Activity Books, VBS Memory Makers

Step 10

2 paint cans, Paint sticks Create 2 sets of paint sticks with one per paint stick

Step 11

Gospel Presentation Palette, (pack item)

VBS ABC Wristbands, VBS Kids Gospel Guide

The Gospel: God's Plan for Me

VBS Parent Guide

Step 12

Foam paint brushes, balloons



Room Setup

Arrange chairs in one large semi-circle or in five groups. Cover a side wall with the VBS 2022 Supersized
Backdrop. Cover two tables with the VBS 2022 Tablecloth. Place the curriculum and Bible on one table and place
all supplies on the other. Hang the Kids “Spark Studios Banner” (Kids Leader Pack Item 1) on the focal wall. Place
an easel near the focal wall with a blank canvas and a container of permanent markers. Hang Giant Game Floor
Mat on the wall labeled with Days 1-5 across the top.

Teaching Steps

Prepare your Heart
As conferees arrive, lead them to write their names on the blank canvas with a permanent marker. Instruct each

conferee to also choose a crayon to use during the first activity.

Welcome conferees and introduce yourself.

1. Pray for Kids you will teach

Lead participants to introduce themselves to the group by stating their name, the color they chose, and

something God made that is that color. If you have a large group (15 or more), ask them to introduce

themselves to their small circle group. Mention that this activity is modified from the kids activities on

Day 1(Multi-age). Say: Just as God created and designed all sorts of creatures and things for us to enjoy -

he has created and designed the kids we will see in VBS for a purpose. This summer in VBS we have an

opportunity to help kids of all ages discover the truth from God’s word that they might know they are

created in Christ for His good purposes! The first and best thing we can do to prepare our hearts is to

pray for VBS and pray for the kids we will have in our rooms. Pray, thanking God that He uniquely made

each of us and has a plan for us.

2. Knowing His Word - VBS Theme and Motto

Instruct groups to create movements that demonstrate each word in the motto and be prepared to share

their creations with the class. (This is an adaptation of the Day 1 Start It and Know It activities in the gr

3|4 leader guide).

After 2 minutes, allow each group to share.

Get the Basic Facts
3. Who Am I teaching? - Age Characteristics

When we understand their general development and skill level, we create learning environments and

activities with those expectations. Share that on page 4 of the leader guide are characteristics of children

in their age groups.

Lead in a modified version of the Learn It activity from page 17/18 of Multi-age leader guide.  Send

conferees to a copy of the Artist Model labeled with the age group that they will be working with at VBS.

Give each group a copy of the corresponding leader guide and instruct them to find creative ways to

label their artist model with pictures, symbols or words that represent the characteristics. Allow time for

groups to share their abstract art artist models. Discuss tips from page 4 in the multi-age there are tips



for teaching multi-age groups.

4. How long do I have to teach? - Determining your daily schedule. Lead conferees to engage in a modified

version of A Good Yarn the Younger Kids Bonus Activity pg 27 from Multi-Age.

Review the parts of a lesson with the group. Invite conferees to stand in a circle. Give a time scenario

then toss a ball of yarn to one conferee and instruct them to select the first item part of the lesson they

would include within that time frame. Conferee should hold a piece of the yarn then toss the ball to

another participant who will do the same. Participants will continue until they have filled their time

allotment or run out of parts of the lesson.

Plan
5. Learning Styles and Approaches - Play modified version of Paint Can Match Game, application activity Gr

1|2 pg 35. Call on a volunteer to find a paintbrush and instruct to share with the group. Point out three

paint cans that are labeled with three learning styles. Ask the volunteer which paint can the brush should

be placed in. Call for more volunteers to find remaining paint brushes and place them in the

corresponding paint cans.

Take time to discuss the three different learning styles - auditory, visual and kinesthetic.

6. Resources

a. The Bible: While Lifeway has provided biblically solid, developmentally appropriate, and fun

curriculum, the Bible is our most important resource. Never allow kids to wonder from where

the content of their Bible study comes. Explain that, if possible, each child will need access to a

Bible every session.

b. VBS 2022 Bible Study Leader Guide: Each Bible study leader will need a copy of the leader guide.

Explain that this guide contains 5 daily session plans. Additionally, great teacher helps are found

both at the front and back of this resource. Give special attention to page 3 (the Bible content

overviews) and Leader Devotions in the leader guides to help leaders spiritually prepare for each

day.

Point out the decorating ideas on page 5 of the Kids Leader Guide and suggest that churches

create a studio environment where kids can showcase items they make during VBS.

Mention that additional decorating ideas can be found in the VBS 2022 Decorating Made Easy

book (005834077).

c. VBS 2022 Bible Study Leader Pack: Leaders will love the time- saving features of the items in this

pack, and kids will love the fun! Share that the leader pack contains theme related colorful items

used to enhance the Bible Study Studio. Share a few of the resources including the displayed

“Spark Studios Banner” (item 1), the teaching pictures with the printed Bible story and review

and discussion questions on the back (items 3, 11, 16, 21, and 24), the Bible verse posters in CSB

or KJV (items 5, 10, 14, 19, 20. 29), and the VBS 2022 Music for Kids CD. Mention that during the

conference, other pack items will be shared. Explain that each Bible study class will need one

leader pack.

d. VBS 2022 Kids Activity Book: There are two ways this resource can be used. The church may

choose to buy one copy for each child to use each day. Alternatively, churches may buy a few

books for each classroom and allow kids to share. These books are designed to engage kids in



fun application activities, creative challenges, and can serve as a take-home remembrance of

what they learned during VBS 2022. You’ll find all this and more covered by a kid friendly cover,

designed to be personalized.

e. VBS 2022 Memory Maker: These bags provide a place for kids to collect daily tags and other

memory reminders received each day that will help them recall biblical content and application

learned during VBS. It is recommended that each child be given her own Memory Maker.

f. VBS Multi-Age Kit: Tell the conferees that the main resource needed for Multi-age is either the

VBS 2022 Multi-age Starter Kit or the VBS 2022 Multi-age Starter Kit with Digital Leader Guide

Add-ons. Explain that the Digital Add-on gives the church access to PDF of each leader guide

(Bible studies and rotations) to share with a second teacher.

Unpack the Starter Kit and briefly describe each item.

Note that in the curriculum there are suggestions for younger and older kids so that teachers can

age a lesson up or down, depending on who is in their class.

Gather and Prepare
7. Sort and assemble pack items - Direct conferees to the pack contents list, instruction page and the

instructions included on each item. Point out items that are ok to copy and items that cannot be copied.

8. Gather other supplies.  Refer conferees to pgs 43-44 of Leader Guide. Discuss with conferees ways to get

organized for VBS. Make suggestions and ask for conferees to share other ideas

Teach!

9. Bible Content
a. Assign one of the 5 days of VBS to individuals or groups and give each group

a prepared bag with assignment card (Conference Item 2 in this teaching plan). Review the

assignment and share that teams will have 5 minutes to complete the assignment.

b. After 5 minutes, remind conferees that each day the Bible Study Studio consists of a 30-minute

core and four, 10-minute additional activity options totaling 70 minutes of Bible study content.

Share that today, you will be reviewing the details of each day’s 30-minute core.

c. Walk the group through each day’s 30-minute core Bible study content by using the

following sequence, pausing after day 2 to complete step 6 below. Invite participants to add the

information to their handouts:

i. The conference leader will introduce each day by sharing the session title and adding the

Spark Studio daily “Banner Add-on” (leader pack, item 2) to the focal wall banner. Share

the prepared Bible story overview.

ii. The conference leader will share and add the daily “Today’s Point” to the focal wall

banner.

iii. Small groups will report from their group assignment by adding their Start It, Learn It,

Know It, Live It and Finish It to the VBS chart on the wall.

iv. Small groups will point out where the “Sharing the Gospel” icon shows up in the daily

line up.



d. Close this portion of the conference, reminding leaders that in addition to the daily

30-minute core, there are four 10-minute additional activity options totaling 70 minutes of

potential Bible Study Studio content each day.

i. Gr 1|2 and Gr 3|4 = two Application Activities, one Bible Skill Activity, and one Bonus

Verse Activity

ii. Multi-age = Younger Kids Activity, Younger Bonus Verse, Older Activity, Older Bonus

Verse

e. Option: If you have chosen to prepare an “Art Studio” wall, explain the art added to the studio

during VBS are projects completed by kids during the additional activity options (Days 1-–3) and

Live It and Start It activities (Days 4 and 5).

10. Bible Verse

a. Play Stick With It - Bonus Verse Activity Gr 3|4 pg 35.  Modify to use main verse instead of bonus

verse.  Write one word from Ephesians 2:10 on each paint stick. Make two sets of the verse.

Place the sticks inside the paint cans, one paint can with one complete set for each team. Plead

the cans on one side of the room. On the other side of the room use painter’s tape to create a

starting line.

b. Group conferees into two teams and instruct teams to line up behind the starting line.

c. Explain that each team will move, one person at a time to the other end of the room, grab a

paint stick and return to the group.

d. When all the paint sticks have been collected each team will work together to put the sticks in

the correct order.

e. Ask teams to say the verse aloud together.

11. Sharing the Gospel

a. Use pg 33 from Multi-age Live It and the Gospel Presentation Palette (pack Item 17 multi, 22 gr

1|2 and gr 3|4) and “Sharing the Gospel with Kids” on the inside front cover of your leader guide

to present the five points of the gospel.

b. Remind participants of the Gospel Icon in each lesson and the importance of sharing gospel

points each day of VBS. Discuss all the tools and important points for sharing the gospel with

kids

● Share that one of the most important things we do at VBS is share the gospel and give

children an opportunity to respond

● Encourage conferees to prepare their own testimony of how they came to know Jesus as

their personal Lord and Savior and be prepared to share it with children

● Discuss the importance of one on one discussions with kids rather than group response

times

● Show the Gospel God’s Plan for Me Tract and the guide on the front cover of all leader

guides

● Point out ABC wristband, Kids Gospel Guide, Parent Guide, and Memory Makers as

additional



12. Classroom Management

a. Play a modified version of Paint Brush Ping Pong - pg 34 Gr 3|4.

Give each conferee a foam paintbrush and ask them to spread out around the room. Throw a

balloon into the air and challenge the participants to keep it in the air using their paint brushes

as paddles. As they begin to get the hang of it, add more balloons to the mix.

Every time a balloon falls to the floor, ask a participant to share one suggestion for managing

behaviors in their VBS classroom.

b. Explain that though managing classroom behaviors can be overwhelming during VBS, utilizing

varied activities can help curb our frustrations from the beginning. Recognizing the unique

learning approaches of each child and knowing their characteristics can help us design an

environment to keep kids engaged throughout our lessons.

Continue the Connection
13. Explain that if VBS is going to be an outreach activity for our church and we really want to continue

connections, then we truly have to make connections and build on the relationships we’ve made. Say:

“Sometimes we get caught up on our teaching outline and getting through what we have planned that

we don’t take time to get to know the children or their families at VBS.”

a. Brainstorm as a group some things leaders can talk about with kids in order to get to know them

better. Then brainstorm ways we can help the kids connect with one another.

b. Encourage conferees to help with their church’s plan for follow-up after VBS. Say: “It’s never ‘one

and done’ when it comes to continuing the connections. It’s something we have to keep trying

and keep connecting with the families we encounter at VBS.”

14. Pray together for VBS across Missouri and dismiss conferees



6 Design Tips 

Motto: 

VBS Scripture: 

Title Bible Story Daily Point

   

   

   

   

   

Children's Bible Study 

The Basics

Prepare your Heart!      

         

 

Get the Basic Facts     

Plan

Gather and Prepare  

        

      

Teach             

                             

Continue the Connection       

Bible Content
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likes verbal repetition

recall verbal instructions

remember what they hear 

distracted by sound

talk about the lesson

enjoy music activities

Conference Item 1 



enjoy pictures

study materials by reading

enjoy visual art activities

prefer written instructions 

desire to see words

prefer to read verses

Conference Item 1 



difficulty sitting still

enjoy building a project

take notes to keep busy

enjoy acting through drama

physically involved in subject

prefer to write responses

Conference Item 1 



On each Session Title page give a one phrase synopsis

of the suggested activity 

Record 1 significant supply needed for activity on each

page

Draw a cross on the page where the Gospel Icon shows

up

Put the Session Title pages in the order they appear and

be ready to present to the group 

Review Day 2 in 3|4 Grade Leader Guide

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

On each Session Title page give a one phrase synopsis

of the suggested activity 

Record 1 significant supply needed for activity on each

page

Draw a cross on the page where the Gospel Icon shows

up

Put the Session Title pages in the order they appear and

be ready to present to the group 

Review Day 1 in 1|2 Grade Leader Guide

1.

2.

3.

4.

Team 2 Assignment

Team 1 Assignment

Conference Item 2 

Conference Item 2 



On each Session Title page give a one phrase synopsis

of the suggested activity 

Record 1 significant supply needed for activity on each

page

Draw a cross on the page where the Gospel Icon shows

up

Put the Session Title pages in the order they appear and

be ready to present to the group 

Review Day 3 in Multi-Age Leader Guide

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

On each Session Title page give a one phrase synopsis

of the suggested activity 

Record 1 significant supply needed for activity on each

page

Draw a cross on the page where the Gospel Icon shows

up

Put the Session Title pages in the order they appear and

be ready to present to the group 

Review Day 4 in 1|2 Grade Leader Guide

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Team 3 Assignment

Team 4 Assignment

Conference Item 2 

Conference Item 2 



Team 5 Assignment

Conference Item 2 

On each Session Title page give a one phrase synopsis

of the suggested activity 

Record 1 significant supply needed for activity on each

page

Draw a cross on the page where the Gospel Icon shows

up

Put the Session Title pages in the order they appear and

be ready to present to the group 

Review Day 5 in 3|4 Grade Leader Guide

 

1.

2.

3.

4.



Conference Item 3 

Synopsis: 

Supply:



Conference Item 3 

Synopsis: 

Supply:



Conference Item 3 

Synopsis: 

Supply:



Conference Item 3 

Synopsis: 

Supply:



Conference Item 3 

Synopsis: 

Supply:


